Constructing the Shanty House
1. Cut out all parts, lightly score between building faces and glue tabs, then fold in.
2. Fold the building into a box and glue the glue tab to the inside of the wall.
3. Attach the large roof by applying glue to the roof tabs and setting into place.
   (Be sure to score the roof down the middle and score the glue tabs first.)

Constructing the Out House
1. Cut out and score between all building faces.
2. Glue glue tab to inside of wall.
3. Apply glue to the roof glue tabs and attach roof. (Note: This is a flat roof and not peaked.)

Constructing the Figure Stand-Ups
1. Cut out and score along the top, bottom and middle lines.
2. Fold one flap above the other and glue.

Order the whole set online at http://welcome.to/microtactix